Floyd County Public Schools
Remote Learning Plan
May 4th-May 22nd
6th Grade
Below you will find some activities to support your time at home. These are suggestions of activities that will
hopefully help you review, practice, and explore content that we have covered this year more in depth. For
parents or students that would like a more detailed look at our weekly goals with students we will continue to
push out a weekly plan to students via Google Classroom. This will provide a place for students to track what
they have completed each day, set goals for themselves, self monitor, and check in with their teachers. We
will continue hosting weekly class meetings via Google Meets, students will sign in with their school Google
accounts to join. We will meet Mondays and Thursdays at 11am.
If you would like more resources, have any questions, or need anything please do not hesitate to reach out.
Week of May 4-8
English

Math

US History

Greek & Latin Roots
Weekly Review:
Practice reviewing your
Greek and Latin roots
and what they mean.
Writing: Complete one
illustrated journal entry
per week. Make sure
you go through the
writing process.
1. Brainstorm
2. Rough Draft
3. Revise
4. Edit
5. Final Draft
6. Publish/Share with
family & friends
Newsela Articles: R
 ead
one article and take the
short quiz that follows it
to check your
comprehension. You can
also do this while you
read any book. Checking
your comprehension
means, did you
understand the
information you just
read. Try telling a
parent, sibling or friend

Math in Action:
This week record t hree
instances of when you
used math in your
everyday life outside of
any math practice or
review. What kind of
math did you use?
When? Where? Record
your observations on
paper or electronically.
You will be asked to
make three entries each
week.

Industrialization Chapter 5 Performance
Assessment Project Read directions attached
to write songs/chants
that you would hear as
you visit some work sites
across the US during this
time period.
Use links, interactive
notebook, brain pops,
and any other resources
you have in your binder
to help you create your
songs/chants.
Perform or record using
screencastify (or similar
program). Send Mrs.
Dunfee pictures, videos,
or anything else you
create!

Math Talk Picture
Creation:
Create, take, or find a
picture that you think
would be good for a
math talk. What
observations do you see
in the picture that you
created, took, or found?
What math topics could
people talk about by
looking at your picture?
Please share your
pictures with Mrs.
Williams if you can!

Science
Chemistry Review
Use your interactive
notebook, Mrs. Dunfee’s
links (brainpop!), and
any other resources to
brush up on your
Chemistry skills.
Real life application
Create a list of 10
elements you can find
around the house &
outside. Use the chemical
symbol & other parts of
an element we learned
about.
Put it into practice!
Using the attached
directions to create an
Element Baby Book for
an element of your
choice. You may create
this on paper or digitally
(using the template
posted on Google
Classroom).

about a book you just
read.

Inequalities Choice
Board:
Select three activities
from the choice board to
complete. Make sure to
record work on paper or
electronically.

Week of May 11-15
English

Math

US History

Greek & Latin Roots
Weekly Review:
Practice reviewing your
Greek and Latin roots
and what they mean.
Writing: Complete a
nature walk, look for
special items that stick
out to you (blooms,
butterflies, how the dirt
smells, etc.) Draw a
picture of what you saw
and then write about it.
Make sure you go
through the writing
process.
1. Brainstorm
2. Rough Draft
3. Revise
4. Edit
5. Final Draft
6. Publish/Share with
family & friends
Newsela Articles: R
 ead
one article and take the
short quiz that follows it
to check your
comprehension. You can
also do this while you
read any book. Checking
your comprehension
means, did you
understand the
information you just
read. Try telling a
parent, sibling or friend

Math in Action:
This week record t hree
instances of when you
used math in your
everyday life outside of
any math practice or
review. What kind of
math did you use?
When? Where? Record
your observations on
paper or electronically.
You will be asked to
make three entries each
week.

From Farm to Factory
Chapter 7 Performance
Assessment.
Explore some examples
of radio broadcasts
during this time period.
Using the directions
attached create a series
of radio broadcasts that
feature products during
this era. Act them out for
an audience or record
them using Screencastify
(or similar program).
Send Mrs. Dunfee
pictures, videos, or
anything else you create!

Word Problem
Creation:
Create 5 word problems
that will need two
operations to solve in
each problem. Include in
the word problems at
least one of the
following types of
numbers: negatives,
fractions, and decimals.
Fraction, Decimals,
Percent Choice Board:
Select three activities
from the choice board to
complete. Make sure to
record work on paper or
electronically. I will
make the digital
choice available on

Science
Weather Review
Use your interactive
notebook, Mrs. Dunfee’s
links (brainpop!), and
any other resources to
brush up on your
Weather skills.
Real life application
Create a 5 day forecast
for this week and put on
a weather report for your
family (think about how
we did a much more
detailed version of this
earlier in the year!)
Put it into Practice
Complete the Menu
Board attached. Send
Mrs. Dunfee pictures,
videos, or anything else
you create!

about a book you just
read.

May 11th.

Week of May 18-22
English

Math

US History

Greek & Latin Roots
Weekly Review:
Practice reviewing your
Greek and Latin roots
and what they mean.
Writing: Write me a
letter/email about how
this experience has gone
for you. Tell me things
you w
 ant me to know
but can’t share yet. I will
respond (that’s a
promise) Make sure you
go through the writing
process.
1. Brainstorm
2. Rough Draft
3. Revise
4. Edit
5. Final Draft
6. Publish/Share with
family & friends
Newsela Articles: R
 ead
one article and take the
short quiz that follows it
to check your
comprehension. You can
also do this while you
read any book. Checking
your comprehension
means, did you
understand the
information you just
read. Try telling a
parent, sibling or friend
about a book you just
read.

Math in Action:
This week record t hree
instances of when you
used math in your
everyday life outside of
any math practice or
review. What kind of
math did you use?
When? Where? Record
your observations on
paper or electronically.
You will be asked to
make three entries each
week.

Spanish American
War/WW1
Chapter 8 Performance
Assessment Project Roosevelt VS. Wilson Who would win? Follow
directions attached to
analyze the sources and
determine who would be
awarded the medal? Use
the attached sheet to
plan your thinking. Your
official nomination
statement can be typed
on a google doc or hand
written.
Send Mrs. Dunfee
pictures, videos, or
anything else you create!

Math for Thought:
Think about the type of
math you have witnessed
in your “Math in Action”
entries. What do you
think is the most useful
and important topic in
math that you have
learnt so far? Why?
Give three examples. Do
you think this will change
when you get in the
upper grades? Why?
Write this response with
your Math in Actions.
Coordinate Plane
Choice Board:
Complete three activities
in a row about the
coordinate plane on the
choice board included.
Complete more than
three for extra practice!
I will make the digital
choice available on
May 18th

Science
Mixtures/Solutions
Review
Use your interactive
notebook, Mrs. Dunfee’s
links (brainpop!) and any
other resources to brush
up on your Mixture and
Solution skills.
Real life application
Find 10 examples of
mixtures and solutions in
the world around you,
draw & explain each.
Put it into Practice
Menu choice board
project with attached
study guide for review.
Send Mrs. Dunfee
pictures, videos, or
anything else you create!

What is the periodic table of elements and how can
it be useful?
This week you will be learning more about elements. As
we have already learned, elements are pure substances that are naturally
found on Earth. Scientists have organized all of these elements into a table
called the Periodic Table of Elements. Your goal is learn what that table is,
how to read it, and research one element of your choice.

Watch this intro video
from Brainpop about the
Periodic Table of
Elements.
Username: floydel
Password: 1234

Who discovered the
Periodic Table? This
TED-Ed video will give you
all the details!

Check out this Periodic
Table Song. It’s a great
way to start learning all
the elements that
scientists have
discovered!

Use this video to learn
how to read the Periodic
Table of Elements and
how it is organized.

Congratulations! You are now the proud parent of a
baby element! In order to be an excellent parent, you
need to get to know your element as this will help you
take good care of it! Is your baby element a liquid at
room temperature? Is it radioactive? Where was it
born? All these questions and more are pieces of
information you will need to research and show in your
Element Baby Book on the next slides.

Congratulations! You are now the proud parent of a baby
element! In order to be an excellent parent, you need to get to
know your element as this will help you take good care of it! Is
your baby element a liquid at room temperature? Is it
radioactive? Where was it born? All these questions and more
are pieces of information you will get to research and show in
your Element Baby Book.
1. Pick any element on the periodic table to adopt as your baby.
2. Research your element. It may be helpful to take notes.
3. Create your element baby book with the required items on the
next slide. You can either use the provided templates/slides for
your book or you can design your own book using the blank
slides in the back. Delete whatever slides you do not use. Your
book should be a total of six slides when it is done and have all
the required items on the next slide. BE CREATIVE!

Cover Page

Name of your element, picture of your element, and your
name.

Page #1:
Baby’s
Birth
Certificate

Element’s full name, nickname (element symbol), birthdate (when was it
discovered), place of birth (country it was discovered), doctor (who
discovered it), birth weight (atomic mass), birth height (atomic number),
gender (solid, liquid, or gas at room temperature), temperature (boiling
and melting point), and a picture of the element’s box from the periodic
table.

Page #2:
Baby’s
X-Ray

Use the drawing tools in Google slides to draw the atomic structure or
Bohr model of your element. Your drawing needs to include the correct
number and labels of protons, neutrons, electrons, number of electron
rings/shells, and the correct number of electrons in each ring.

Page #3:
Baby’s Hobbies
Page #4:
Baby’s
Personality

What does your baby like to do? Describe three uses for your element.
Draw or insert a picture of each use.

Page #5:
Family Portrait

What does your baby’s family look like? Tell the name of your baby’s
family (group/column on the periodic table that your element belongs
to), draw or insert pictures of 4-5 family members (other elements in that
group, and list their names (elements’ names).

What have you observed and noticed about your baby so far? List and
describe three physical properties and three chemical properties of
your baby (element). Include one picture of each type of property.

TYPE ELEMENT NAME HERE

INSERT A PICTURE OF WHAT YOUR ELEMENT
LOOKS LIKE HERE

TYPE YOUR NAME HERE

Element’s Full Name:
Nickname:
Birthdate:
Place of Birth:
Doctor:
Birth Weight:
Birth Height:
Gender:
Temperature:
Element’s Symbol Box:

USE THE DRAWING TOOLS (SHAPES WILL PROBABLY
WORK BEST) TO ADD A PICTURE OF YOUR ELEMENT’S
BOHR MODEL HERE. USE TEXT BOXES TO LABEL THE
NUMBER OF PROTONS, NEUTRONS, AND ELECTRONS.

Use #1:

Use #2:

Use #3:

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

TYPE AND INSERT PICTURE
HERE

TYPE AND INSERT PICTURE
HERE

TYPE NAME OF ELEMENT’S GROUP HERE
TYPE NAME OF
FAMILY MEMBER #1
HERE

TYPE NAME OF
FAMILY MEMBER #2
HERE

INSERT
PICTURE
HERE

INSERT
PICTURE
HERE

TYPE NAME OF
FAMILY MEMBER #3
HERE

TYPE NAME OF
FAMILY MEMBER #4
HERE

INSERT
PICTURE
HERE

INSERT
PICTURE
HERE

Mixtures and
Solutions
SCIENCE
ENRICHMENT PROJECTS
“Excellent Enrichment Activities to Show
Understanding of this Science Concept!”

Nine Differentiated “Mixtures and Solutions”
Projects to Challenge All Learners!

NO-PREP!

Grades 4th, 5th, and 6th

Activities to Motivate All Learners!

VOCABULARY
INCLUDED!

For More Rigorous and Higher Level Thinking Products Like This One, Go
To: http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Gina-Kennedy

Grades: 4th, 5th and 6th
By
BYGina
GINA Kennedy
KENNEDY

©GinaKennedy

Mixtures and Solutions Enrichment Projects
Mixtures and Solutions Science Project Menu

Name
Create a recipe book
of ten recipes with two
items in each recipe
called “Mixtures and
Solutions”. You must
include the ingredients
and directions for each
recipe and state whether
they are a mixture or
solution. Include an
illustration or photo of
each recipe as well and
organize them into a
cookbook with a cover.
Write a creative twopage story about the evil
fire starter who heats up
mixtures to turn them into
solutions.
Use the following
vocabulary words in
the story: mixtures,
solutions, solubility,
heat, thermometer,
and conduction

Due Date_
1

Write a 12 page
friendly letter from salt
to water by starting out
the letter with, “I love
the solubility of our
friendship because…
Use the following
vocabulary words in
the letter: solubility,
dissolve, solvent and
insoluble.
Add humor to make the
letter interesting.

Cut out pictures from
magazines or find
pictures on the internet
of ten items that will
create mixtures when
added to water and ten
items that will create
solutions when added to
water. Arrange the
pictures into two artistic
collages.

Create a full-size
decorative poster
announcing the team
wrestling match between
“Chemical Changes” vs.
“Physical Changes”.
Include facts about the
powerful two contenders
and what they do and
create members of their
teams that are created by
either chemical changes or
physical changes.

Design a comic strip
about the hero, “Mr.
Mixture Man” who
mixes things together
and then disappears.
The comic strip should
have at least 12 frames.
Each frame should
include dialogue.

Write the lyrics to a
Design a mixtures
six-verse friendship song,
and solutions brochure
“I Will Evaporate Over
to advertise your “Mad
You. The lyrics should
Mixtures and
discuss your experience
Solutions Lab” tours.
of turning into a gas and
The brochure should
having a boiling point
advertise your lab, the
because of being such
tour and discuss the
good friends. You may
solubility of items and
create a parody of
the differences between
another song with the
mixtures and solutions.
same theme. Include a
Fill the brochure with
chorus as well to be sung
facts and illustrations.
in between verses.
Choose three projects to complete in tic tac toe order.

©GinaKennedy

MM

Author a six- stanza
poem about mixtures
and solutions. Use
imagery in each stanza
of the poem including
all five senses to explain
how some things create
mixtures and others
create solutions.
Include an illustration
with your poem and
display the poem and
illustration on a poster.

MIXTURES AND SOLUTIONS VOCABULARY:
Mixture: two or more materials stirred together.
Property: a characteristic of an object, such as
size, shape, color and texture.

Solution: a special mixture formed when a material
dissolves in water.

Dissolve: the process in which one material

disperses uniformly into another material, so that the
first material seems to disappear.

Evaporation: causes the liquids to dry up, the

liquid turns to gas and disperses into the air, leaving
any dissolved solid material behind.

Solvent: the liquid part of a solution.
Solute: the solid part of a solution.
Solubility: the property that substances have of
dissolving in solvents or the ability to dissolve.

Chemical Reaction: when two or more

materials are mixed together and a change occurs.

Solid: has definite shape and definite volume.
Liquid: has definite volume but no definite shape.
Gas: does not have definite shape or volume.
Chemical Change: when a substance
completely changes to something different.

Physical Change: when a substance changes in

appearance but it is still the same substance.

©GinaKennedy

“MIXTURES AND SOLUTIONS”
Mixtures and Solutions Project
ENRICHMENT PROJECT RUBRIC:
Rubric:
All components are included in the projects as provided in the directions…..30 pts.
Projects are neat and organized……………………………………………………………..25 pts.
All components are included in the projects as provided in the directions…..30 pts. ___
All science concepts presented in the projects are accurate………………………25 pts.
Projects are neat and organized……………………………………………………………..25 pts. ___
Punctuation, grammar and spelling…………………………………………………………10 pts.
All science concepts presented in the projects are accurate………………………25 pts. ___
Projects are neat and professional looking………………………………………………10 pts.
Punctuation, grammar and spelling…………………………………………………………10 pts. ___
Total Possible………………………………………………………………………………………..100 Points
Projects are neat and professional looking………………………………………………10 pts. ___
Student Name
Total Possible…………………………………………………………………………………100
Points____
Total Points
Student Name
Total Points

©GinaKennedy

"WEATHER”
ENRICHMENT
PROJECTS
[TYPE THE COMPANY NAME]

Workshop
Choice Board
Nine
Creative “Weather”
Projects
to Challenge All Learners!
[Type the document subtitle]
Leslie Grahn

[Pick the date]

Grades: 4th, 5th and 6th
By Gina Kennedy
[Type the abstract of the document here. The abstract is typically a short summary of the contents of
the document. Type the abstract of the document here. The abstract is typically a short summary of
the contents of the document.]

Weather Enrichment Projects
Name:

Date:

Make a cloud cotton
ball scientific display. Make
stratus, cirrus and cumulus
cloud models out of cotton
balls and research facts
about each cloud to add to
the display.

Write a “Comedy Show
Weather Forecast” for your
local weather station that
discusses the local weather
patterns over the next ten
days. Turn in your script
and present the forecast to
your class or video the
forecast for your class to
view.

Create a unique menu for
the restaurant, “Weather
Cafe.” The menu must have
at least three appetizers, six
entrees and three desserts on
the menu. Each food item
should represent a kind of
weather such as, “Hard as Hail
Meatballs & Spaghetti” and be
followed by a fact about that
type of weather. Each food
item should be illustrated as
well on the menu.

Choose a city in four
different regions in the
United States. Make charts
or tables to illustrate each
of their weather patterns
over any ten day period.

Create your own rain
gauge out of materials from
home. Make sure the
measurements are marked
and clear to read.

Write a four stanza
rhyming instructional poem
explaining how to use
weather tools such as a
barometer or a rain gauge.
In your poem be sure to
explain how to use each
weather tool. Include an
illustration.

You have been selected
to represent all tornadoes
in the world and write a
speech to hurricanes telling
them they will never be as
horrendous as you. Defend
your position with factual
information about both
types of storms.

Write a parody of an
existing fairy tale adding
different kinds of extreme
weather to the story. Make
sure the plot is the same
but weather is also the key
to every setting. For
example: Little Red Riding
Hood tramped through the
horrid downpour of the
hurricane to get to
Grandma’s house. Add
weather facts to the fairy
tale.

Write a scientific journal
about your wacky
exploration to prove that
freezing does occur at thirty
two degrees Fahrenheit.
Create a crazy method to
prove your hypothesis.
Journal all the steps of the
scientific process and add
humor along the way.

Complete three projects in tic tac toe order.

©GinaKennedy

Weather Words Vocabulary:
atmosphere - all the gases and water vapor that surround a
body, like the earth; the air
barometer - an instrument that used to measure the
atmospheric pressure
condensation - when a gas changes into a liquid
cirrus clouds- The most common form of high-level clouds are
thin and often wispy
cumulus clouds- are puffy clouds that sometimes look like pieces
of floating cotton. The base of each cloud is often flat
evaporation - when liquid changes into a gas
front - the area where two air masses touch
hurricane - a very large rotating storm that forms over tropical
waters
precipitation - any type of water that falls to the earth; snow,
sleet, hail, rain, etc
rain gauge: measures the amount of rain during a rainfall
stratus clouds- are uniform grayish clouds that often cover the
entire sky. They resemble fog that does not reach the ground.
Usually have no precipitation
thermometer- a tool that measures temperature
tornado - a strong storm with a rotating column of air which
often has high winds, heavy rain, lightning, and thunder
water cycle - the movement of water from the surface to the air
and back to the surface; evaporation, condensation, and
precipitation

©GinaKennedy

Project
Rubric:
WeatherWeather
Project
Rubric:

All components are included in the projects
as provided in the directions……........………………….30 pts. ____
Projects are neat and organized……….…………...…..25 pts. ____
All science concepts presented in
the projects are accurate…………….................…....…25 pts. ____
Punctuation, grammar and
spelling…………………………………….…………………10 pts. ____
Projects are neat and professional looking…..………10 pts. ___
Total Possible…………………………………………100 Points_____
Student’s Name:
Total Points:
Grade: _____________

©GinaKennedy

Check Your Knowledge Weather Quiz
1. What does a thermometer measure?
_________________________________
2. Describe the difference between cirrus and stratus clouds?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

3. What is a rainbow?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

4. Blizzards feature low temperatures and strong heavy ________________.
5. Earth’s recent temperature rises which have been linked to human
activity is known as what?
__________________________________________________________
6. What is the name of a scientist who studies weather?
______________________________________________________
7. Balls or irregular lumps of ice that fall from clouds (often during
thunderstorms) are known as what?
______________________________________________________
8. What is the process by which a liquid changes to a gas?
______________________________________________________
9. What is the weight of air called? ____________________________

©GinaKennedy

10. What is the process when gas changes back to a liquid?
_____________________________________________________

11. What are sometimes called typhoons and occur in warm ocean air?
___________________________________________________
12. What do we call storms that occur in the flat plains of the Midwest in
unusually warm and humid conditions in the lower atmosphere, and
possibly cooler than usual conditions in the upper atmosphere?
_____________________________________________________________
13. What instrument do we use to measure how much precipitation
we’ve received?
14. What does a weather vane measure?
_____________________________________________________________
15. What do we use a barometer for?
______________________________________________________________________

16. What is a large body of air that has nearly the same temperature
and humidity?
___________________________________________________________
17. What is the process by which the Earth’s atmosphere absorbs heat?
_________________________________________________________________
18. What is the short-term climate that occurs every 2-10 years in the
Pacific Ocean?
_______________________________________________________________________

©GinaKennedy
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CHAPTER 6
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

1 OF 3

NAME

QUESTIONS: What was the impact of the Progressive Movement? During
industrialization, in the early 20th century, how did everyday people’s lives
change in the United States?
SCENARIO: You are living in America between 1870-1920. As you visit textile
mills in the Northeast, steel mills in Pittsburgh, sweatshops in New York, the
streets of Chicago, and the lawn of the White House, you see protesters,
reformers, union workers on strike, and groups banning together to have their
voices heard.
TASK 1:
Write five songs or chants that you might hear as you visit sites across America
during this time. Write one song for each cause listed below:
Child labor • Working conditions • The rise of organized labor
Women’s suffrage • Temperance movement
In the song or chant, use specific words or phrases that show you understand
the effects of industrialization in America. Use vivid descriptions to show you
understand what reforms people wanted. Incorporate the following in your
songs/chants:
• Content-specific vocabulary
• Clear, vivid description of the injustices or causes of the people
Remember, songs or chants:
• Contained a clear message
• Repeated sections so people could remember them
• Had a simple rhythm that was catchy. They often used familiar songs
and changed the words.
• TASK 2: Under each song or chant, write a brief summary to explain how
the Progressive Movement led to reform for that cause. For example, you might
summarize workplace reforms or amendments to the U.S. Constitution.
MATERIALS: You are writing five songs or chants, so you need five pieces of
notebook paper. Write one song/chant and summary on each piece of paper.
Use the Performance Assessment Organizer as an example of what should be
included for each song.
©2017, Five Ponds Press. All Rights Reserved
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C HA P TE R 6 PERF ORMA NCE ASSESSMENT

2 OF 3

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT ORGANIZER
EFFECT OF INDUSTRIALIZATION/CAUSE:

SONG/CHANT:

TO THE TUNE OF:
BRIEF SUMMARY OF HOW THE PROGRESSIVE MOVEMENT LED TO REFORM
FOR THIS CAUSE:

©2017, Five Ponds Press. All Rights Reserved
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3 OF 3

CHAPTER 6 RUBRIC
N A M E

The rubric below gives a guideline for what you must include in your songs/chants and summaries.
Place check marks (✓) in the first column after you include each item listed. Your teacher will score
your songs/chants and summaries when you finish. The highest possible score is 20 points.
Exemplary
Evidence of
Mastery

4

CATEGORY

Competent
Evidence
of Mastery

3

Limited
Evidence
of Mastery

2

No
Evidence
of Mastery

1

CONTENT
The student wrote five songs/chants to
reflect the American causes at the
beginning of the 20th century.

CONTENT
In each song/chant, the student
incorporates clear, vivid descriptions
of the effects of industrialization
and the causes people were
fighting for.

WRITING
The student wrote five summaries to
explain how the Progressive
Movement led to reforms for the
causes.

PRESENTATION
The student can clearly share
the songs/chants to show the
impact of the Progressive
Movement.

MECHANICS
The summaries feature proper
capitalization, spelling, and
punctuation. Descriptive details and
content-specific vocabulary are used
to summarize the reforms.
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CHAPTER 7
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
NAME

QUESTION: How did technology extend progress and change the lives and standard of living
for Americans, including those living in neglected rural areas?

SCENARIO: You are an adult living in the year 1920. Over your lifetime, you have seen
amazing technological developments that have changed American life. With developments in
the radio and broadcast industries, businesses are able to advertise products to consumers
across the nation.

TASK 1: Explore these sites to listen to examples of radio advertisements from the
early to mid 1900s:
• http://www.oldradioworld.com/shows/Vintage_Commercials.php
• https://archive.org/details/VintageRadioCommercials
As you explore, create a chart of ten advertisements you listened to. Analyze them. Take notes
on how the products are discussed, what persuasive techniques are used, the type of
information that is shared, etc. Note how the advertisements are written for a specific
audience and purpose. List ideas or sound effects that grabbed your attention. Use the ads as
examples to create your own advertisements.

TASK 2: Write four 30-second radio advertisements. Create one ad for each of the following:
• A labor-saving product • Electric lighting
• A transportation development • A communication change

When you create your ads:
• Determine your audience. Use vocabulary and style appropriate to your audience.
• Be creative! Create brand names for your products, devices, or services.
• Create slogans or jingles to illustrate the benefits of the development. Use effective
word choice.
• Convince your audience they need each new development—that means
BE PERSUASIVE.

TASK 3: Perform your radio advertisements. Since radio ads are heard and not seen, your
delivery is important. Speak loudly and confidently. Use different tones in your voice for
emphasis and excitement. Enunciate clearly. Practice before you perform! If possible, record
your performance using a recording device.
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CHAPTER 8
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
NAME

QUESTION: How did President Roosevelt and President Wilson differ in America’s
foreign policy and international leadership role?
SCENARIO: You have been asked by a historical committee to compare the leadership
of President Roosevelt and President Wilson. The committee wants to award a medal to
the stronger of the two American leaders. Compare the leadership of each president
and determine who you think should be the award recipient.
TASK 1: Write three questions to ask each president to help you determine a winner.
The questions should be about their approaches to international leadership and their
proposed foreign policies.
TASK 2: Create a chart to record the answers each man would have likely given to
your questions. Include information you learned about Roosevelt’s impact on foreign
policy and Wilson’s leadership role at the end of WWI. Also, include information from
the provided primary sources.
TASK 3: Complete the decision-making model below to evaluate which president you
recommend to receive the award. On the lines, write the criteria you will use to
evaluate each leader. In the gray boxes, check which man best met each criterion.

PROBLEM: Which president do you recommend receive the award?
Criter

ia
s
ative
n
r
e
t
Al

Theodore
Roosevelt
Woodrow
Wilson
Decision:

TASK 4: Write your official nomination statement for the president who you feel
deserves the award.
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C HA P TE R 8 PERFOR MANCE A SSESSMENT

ROOSEVELT
“The things that will destroy
America are prosperity-at-anyprice, peace-at-any-price, safetyfirst instead of duty-first, the love
of soft living, and the get-richquick theory of life.”

2 OF 3

WILSON
“What we demand in this war…is
nothing peculiar to ourselves. It is
that the world be made fit and safe
to live in; and particularly that it be
made safe for every peace-loving
nation which, like our own, wishes
to live its own life, determine its own
institutions, be assured of justice and
fair dealing by the other peoples of
the world as against force and selfish
aggression. All the peoples of the
world are in effect partners in this
interest…unless justice be done to
others it will not be done to us.”
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Inequality

Graph Options

1

x>4

2

2

x<6

5

3

x < -2

-5

4

x>0

-2

5

½<x

0

6

x < -2½

-5

7

-8 > x

-10

8

x < 9½

6

9

x > -1

-2

10

-3 < x

-5

4

6

2

Blue
7

8

5

-1

-5

2

-2

2

0

-1

-5

-4

-10

10

6
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Green

-5

0

1

-3

-6

8

2

-2

0

2

-2

-5

-3

Red

8

-3

-1

0

2

Red
2

0

1

2

Yellow
-1

-5

-3

-1

Red
-4

-10

-6

-4

Black
10

6

8

10

Pink
2

-2

Blue
-1

7

Brown

Brown

Purple
-3

-1

Purple

White
0

-3

6

White

Yellow

Blue
8

5

Blue

Orange
-6

8

Green

Pink
-3

7

4

Black

Red

Black
1

2

Orange

Yellow
0

6

Green

Purple
-3

4

0

2

Orange
-1

-5

-3

-1

White
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Week of May 4th – 8th

Inequalities Choice Board
Select three choices below. Feel free to do more than three. Record your work on paper or electronically.

Inequalities Coloring Page
Look at the worksheet
included that says “Graphing
Inequalities.” Determine
which graph goes with which
inequality and color the back
appropriately. For example,
if number one matches with
the green graph, color all 1s
as green on the back.

Inequalities Statement
Matching
On Google Classroom,
there is an assignment
called “Inequalities
Statement Match.” You
are to match the statement
with the inequality it
describes.

Vocabulary Entry
What is an inequality? What
symbols are in used with
inequalities and what do they
mean? Provide examples of
each. Your sentences can be
on a Google Doc or paper.

Inequality Story Time
Write a scenario that the
following inequalities
could be used for and draw
a picture and a graph for
each:
 𝑥 18
 𝑥 36
 𝑥 77
 𝑥 5
 𝑥 25

Write a Letter
Write a letter explaining what
an inequality is, a real world
example, and how you would
graph them on a number line.
Provide examples with your
explanation. The letter can be
on a Google Doc or on paper.

Khan Academy Videos
On Khan Academy
(https://www.khanacademy.org/),
search the following video,
watch all the videos and
complete the practices on
this topic on the left hand
side:
 Testing Solutions to
Inequalities
Record your practice
questions on a Google Doc
or on paper.

Inequality Graph Creation
Create 8 inequalities and write
each in another way without
changing the meaning. Provide
a graph for each to show all the
solutions to make the inequality
true. Describe 3 observations
about your graphs. You can
make the graphs however you
want (paper, Google Doc,
Google Slides, etc.)
Inequality Anchor Chart

Create an anchor chart that
shows what an inequality is, all
the symbols used and what they
mean, how to graph, and
examples. You can make the
chart however you want (paper,
Google Doc, Google Slides,
etc.) and if you have your own
way to calculate these
problems, please share!
Inequalities in the Real World

Write three examples of
inequalities in the real world.
Write the inequality for each
example and draw a picture.
Your sentences can be on a
Google Doc or paper.

May 11th – May 15th

Fractions, Decimals, Percent Choice Board
Select three choices below. Feel free to do more than three. Record your work on paper or electronically.

Always, Sometimes, Never
On the back of this choice
board, color the statements
based on if it is always true,
sometimes true, or never true.
Use your resources to help
you answer these!
Hint – There are:
 12 green
 9 red
 15 blue
Vocabulary Entry
Define the following words
in your own word using
complete sentences with an
example:
 Fraction
 Decimal
 Percent
 Repeating Decimal
 Terminating Decimal
 Long Division
 Convert
Your sentences can be on a
Google Doc or paper.

FDP Drag & Drop

Number Line Creation
On Google Classroom,
Create a number line that includes
there is an assignment
the following numbers in their
called “FDP Drag & Drop.” correct placement (note that these
Drag and drop fractions,
are not in order):
decimals, and percents to
1
1
,
27%,
0.2,
, 0.22, 30%
fill out the chart. The goal
4
2
is not to use a calculator.
Describe 3 observations about the
Review how to convert
number line. You can make the
between fractions,
number line and record your
decimals, and percents first. observations however you want
(paper, Doc, Slides, etc.)
FDP Artful Steps

Create a song, poem,
picture, or story to help
remember the steps when
doing one or more of the
following conversions:




Decimal to
Fraction
Fraction to
Decimal
Decimal to
Percent





Percent to
Decimal
Fraction to
Percent
Percent to
Fraction

Think about the Dividing
Fraction Song as well as
the story of Vari the
Variable. Make sure to
share!
Khan Academy Videos
Write a Letter
th
On Khan Academy
Write a letter to a 5 grade
(https://www.khanacademy.org/),
student explaining how to
convert one of the following search the following video,
watch all the videos and
with two examples:
complete the practices on
 Decimal to Percent
the left hand side:
(and back)
 Converting Decimals
 Decimal to Fraction
to Percents: 0.601
(and back)
Record your practice
 Percent to Fraction
questions on a Google Doc
(and back)
The letter can be on a Google or on paper.
Doc or on paper.

FDP Anchor Chart

Create an anchor chart that shows
how to convert a percent into a
decimal and fraction as well as
how to turn a decimal and fraction
into a percent without a
calculator. Include an example for
each. You can make the chart
however you want (paper, Google
Doc, Google Slides, etc.) and if
you have your own way to
calculate these problems, please
share!

Fractions, Decimals, Percents in
the Real World
Write three sentences about when
we use fractions, decimals, and
percents in the real world.
Provide 3 examples for each.
Your sentences can be on a
Google Doc or paper.

Week of May 18th – 22nd

Coordinate Plane Choice Board
Select three choices below. Feel free to do more than three. Record your work on paper or electronically.

Coordinate Plane Riddle
On the back of this choice
board is a coordinate plane
with coordinates and letters.
Read the directions carefully to
use the coordinate plane and
solve for the riddle at the
bottom of the page.

Coordinate Plane Plotting
and Identify Coordinates
On Google Classroom, there
is an assignment called
“Plotting and Identifying
Coordinates.” The
assignment has 2 parts to
complete and turn in that
involves plotting and
identifying coordinates on a
coordinate plane.

Coordinate Plane Creation
Create a coordinate plane and
label the following:
 x-axis
 y-axis
 origin
 Quadrants I – IV
 Numbers along the xand y- axis
Describe 3 observations about
the coordinate plane. You
can make it and record your
observations however you
want (paper, Doc, Slides,
etc.)
Coordinate Plane Equation
Vocabulary Entry
Create a Quiz
Define the following words in Create a 10 question quiz on
Anchor Chart
Create an anchor chart that
your own word using complete a coordinate plane you
covers the coordinate plane
sentences with an example:
created and vocabulary.
and its parts as well as how to
Include an answer key!
 x-axis
move on a coordinate plane.
Have someone take your
 y-axis
Include items such as
quiz and grade them. You
 Quadrant
examples, definitions, and
can create this on paper,
 Origin
illustrations, etc. You can
Google Docs, Google
 Coordinate
create this on paper, Google
Slides, etc.
Your sentences can be on a
Docs, Google Slides, etc.
Google Doc or paper.
Khan Academy Videos
Coordinate Plane in the
Write A Letter
th
On Khan Academy
Write a letter to a 5 grade
Real World
(https://www.khanacademy.org/), Write three sentences
student explaining what the
coordinate plane is, the parts of search the following video, describing at least three ways
coordinate plane and
a coordinate plane, how to find watch all the videos and
coordinate are used in the real
a coordinate, and how to move complete the practices on
world. Your sentences can be
on a coordinate plane. Provide the left hand side:
on a Google Doc or paper.
examples with your
 Points on the
explanation. The letter can be
coordinate plane
on a Google Doc or on paper.
examples
Record your practice
questions on a Google Doc
or on paper.

Week of May 18th – 22nd

Name

Poetry Project Choice Board
Directions: Use 3 poems to complete 3 activities from your choice board. You must complete at
least one activity from each column, and each activity should utilize a different poem.

A

B

C

Visualizing

Figurative Language

Letter

As you read the poem, visualize
Find a piece of figurative Write a letter to the author of
the setting. After reading,
language (simile, metaphor, the poem telling them how the
illustrate the setting and write idiom, etc..) in the poem. Explain poem made you feel and why.
a paragraph explaining why you
what it means.
pictured things in that way.

Comic
Create a comic strip to show
what happens in the poem.

Rhyming Words

Questions and Answers

Rewrite the poem, writing the Create 5 questions in at least 2
rhyming words in a different formats (multiple choice, fill in
color.
the blank, true/false, short
answer). Include an answer
key with the questions.

Theme

New Ending

Poetry Review

What is the theme of the
poem? Support your answer
with details from the text.
Then, create a visual picture to
represent the theme of the
poem.

Rewrite the poem, adding a
new, creative ending. You can
replace the ending stanza, or
add one to the end.

Write a review of the poem.
Be sure to include what you
think about the poem, why you
think that, and why others
should or should not read the
poem.

